Declaration of consent

Dear doctoral students,
Leibniz Universität Hannover has established a university-wide Graduate Academy with the aim of providing
scientists and academics with excellent research contexts as well as a creative and efficient environment while
working on the doctorate. As a central coordination and service body, the Graduate Academy offers to doctoral
students consulting services, training courses and funding programs.
In order to inform you about the services offered by the Graduate Academy and to even expand the services
according to your needs, we would like to ask you give us your consent to:
-

Entry into the subscription list for the Graduate Academy Newsletter

The Graduate Academy Newsletter gives news from the field of young researchers inform, informs about current
events, training courses and funding programs offered by the Graduate Academy.
I hereby consent to my e-mail-address being entered to the subscription list for the Graduate Academy Newsletter:
 yes
-

 no

Participation in the doctoral students’ survey “ProFile”

In order to receive more information about the satisfaction regarding the conditions for doctoral research and the
needs of the doctoral students, Leibniz Universität Hannover has commissioned the Institut für
Forschungsinformation und Qualitätssicherung (iFQ) to conduct an accompanying, multistage survey among doctoral
students. For the invitation to participate in this survey, the iFQ ask you at the beginning of your doctorate for your
first name, surname, sex, scientific discipline and e-mail-address. The iFQ will keep your personal data confidential.
The institute will analyze the data and publish the results in anonymous form only. For more information about this
research project and data protection, please refer to: http://www.promovierendenpanel.de
I hereby consent to my above mentioned personal data being passed on to the iFQ:
 yes
-

 no

Publication of graduation

When you have successfully completed your doctorate, we would like to enter your data into the doctorate database
of Leibniz Universität Hannover and publish the data on the Internet. The following data will be published: first
name, surname, doctor’s degree, title of thesis, faculty, institute – if applicable, scientific discipline, supervisor and
date of doctoral certificate.
I hereby consent to my above mentioned data being entered into the public database:
 yes
______________________
Name

 no
_________________________
Place, date

________________________________
e-mail-address

________________________
Signature

